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Basic ingredient s and H o w t o e x p r e s s a Da t a M i n i n g Qu e r y



❚ Before submitting a data mining query, the following must be answered: ❙ ❙ ❙ ❙ ❙



What is the data to be mined? What kind of knowledge is to be mined? What background knowledge is needed? W.r.t. which measurements do we mine? How to display the outcome?



❚ Identify the relevant data according to what is to be mined ❚ Thus define a view characterizing the data, based on the following: ❙ the name of the data base or data warehouse ❙ the names of the tables or data cubes ❙ the names of the attributes or dimensions ❙ the conditions for selecting the relevant data



❚ Expressed by a SQL query ❚ Example: Study associations between types of items frequently purchased by european customers ❙ ❙ ❙ ❙ ❙



SELECT T_ID, I_CATEGORY FROM customer, transaction, item WHERE C_ADDR in (list of towns in Europe) AND customer.C_ID = transaction.C_ID AND transaction.I_ID = item.I_ID



❚ Classification/ Prediction ❙ e.g. classify customers according to their age, income, occupation,...



❚ Clustering ❙ e.g. discover similarites among transactions of customers



❚ Association ❙ e.g. associations between types of items frequently purchased by european customers



❚ Extra Information about the domain to be mined ❚ Concept Hierarchies allow raw data to be handled at different levels of abstraction ❚ Concept Hierarchies are provided by ❙ users ❙ experts ❙ or can be discovered



❚ Schema-Defined Hierarchy ❙ Example: Locations can be seen according to the following conceptual levels ❘ country > province/state > city



❚ Set-grouping Hierarchy ❙ Example: age can be specified in terms of young (20-39), middle (40-59), senior (60-+)



❚ Operation-Derived Hierarchy: specified by experts ❙ Example: Decoding e-mail addresses gives the following:login-name > institution > country



❚ Rule-Based Hierarchy: specified by experts through rules ❙ Example: the profit may be defined by ❘ price(X, P1), cost(X,P2), (P = P1 - P2) profit(X,P) ❘ profit(X,P), P < 50 low_profit(X) ❘ profit(X,P), P < 500, P > 51 medium_profit(X)...



❚ In general, too many patterns are generated ❚ Thus the need of measures in order to estimate the ❙ ❙ ❙ ❙



simplicity certainty utility novelty



❚ Computed patterns must be understandable ❚ Examples ❙ Rules with 150 atoms containing 50 variables are not to be considered ❘ User defined thresholds limit the size of the rules



❙ Decision trees with 1,000 leaves and 50 levels are not to be considered ❘ User defined thresholds limit the width and the height of the trees



❚ Estimates how true is the discovered pattern ❚ Example: certainty (or confidence) of association rule A B: Prob(A | B) = (#_tuples_cont_A_&_B) / (#_tuples_cont_A)



Thus, conf(A B) = 1 means that the rule is always correct or exact



❚ For classification rules, certainty is referred to as reliability or accuracy ❚ Based on the sampling-testing method: the data set is partitioned into two subsets ❙ training set (used for generating the rules) ❙ test set (used to estimate the accuracy)



❚ For association rules utility is called the support of the rule ❚ sup(A



B) = (#_tuples_cont_A_&_B) / (#_tuples)



❚ Rules with low support represent exceptional cases, or noise



❚ Exceptions may be considered novel ❚ Novelty detection can be done by considering redundancy among patterns ❙ If a discovered pattern P1 is implied by an already discovered pattern P2, then P1 may be redundant ❙ Thus P1 is not new



Location(X, Finl ) Location(X, Hels )



buys(X, Nokia_ph ) buys(X, Nokia_ph )



(1) (2)



❚ If the confidences of the two rules are (almost) the same, then (2) is redundant (and not novel) ❚ Note that (2) has a lower support than (1)



Most common ways include: ❚ tabular representation ❚ crosstab ❚ pie/ bar chart ❚ decision tree ❚ data cube



age(X, young ), income(X, high ) age(X, young ), income(X, low ) age(X, old ) class(X,C)



class(X,A) [1,402] class(X,B) [1,038] [2,160]



Table age



income



class



count



young



high



A



1,402



young



low



B



1,038



old



high



C



786



old



low



C



1,374



age(X, young ), income(X, high ) age(X, young ), income(X, low ) age(X, old ) class(X,C)



Crosstab



age



class(X,A) [1,402] class(X,B) [1,038] [2,160]



income



class



high



low



A



B



C



young



1,402



1,308



1,402



1,308



0



old



786



1,374



0



0



2,160



count



2,188



2,412



1,402



1,308



2,160



age(X, young ), income(X, high ) age(X, young ), income(X, low ) age(X, old ) class(X,C)



class(X,A) [1,402] class(X,B) [1,038] [2,160]



Pie chart B A



C



age(X, young ), income(X, high ) age(X, young ), income(X, low ) age(X, old ) class(X,C)



class(X,A) [1,402] class(X,B) [1,038] [2,160]



Bar chart C A B



age(X, young ), income(X, high ) age(X, young ), income(X, low ) age(X, old ) class(X,C)



class(X,A) [1,402] class(X,B) [1,038] [2,160]



Decision tree age young



old



income high



A



C low



B



age(X, young ), income(X, high ) age(X, young ), income(X, low ) high age(X, old ) class(X,C)



class(X,A) [1,402] class(X,B) [1,038] [2,160]



Data cube age 0 0 young old



1,402 0 high



0 1,038 1,374



0



C



0 A low



class



B



income



❚ Support ad-hoc and interactive data mining ❚ Thus, being ❙ powerful enough ❙ easy to use



❚ Based on usual database query language, i.e., SQL



❚ Should allow to specify ❙ ❙ ❙ ❙



relevant data to be mined king of knowledge to be mined background knowledge to be used the interestingness measures and thresholds of interest ❙ expected representation for visualizing the discovered patterns



❚ SQL is the Data Manipulation Language (DML) for Relational Database Systems ❚ Based on the theory of relational databases (relational algebra and relational calculus) ❚ Thus powerful enough for applications ❚ Offers additional features w.r.t. the theory



❚ SELECT attribute_list FROM list_of_relations WHERE condition ❚ with the following meaning ❙ attribute_list specifies the attribute values to be displayed ❙ list_of_relations specifies the relations to be used ❙ condition specifies a selection condition



customer[C_ID, C_NAME, C_ADDR, C_JOB] item[I_ID, I_NAME, I_CATEGORY] transaction[T_ID, C_ID, I_ID, T_DATE]



❚ Write the SQL query giving the names and jobs of customers purchasing TV_sets



customer[C_ID, C_NAME, C_ADDR, C_JOB] item[I_ID, I_NAME, I_CATEGORY] transaction[T_ID, C_ID, I_ID, T_DATE]



❚ Write the SQL query giving the transaction id s that concern items other than TV_sets



customer[C_ID, C_NAME, C_ADDR, C_JOB] item[I_ID, I_NAME, I_CATEGORY] transaction[T_ID, C_ID, I_ID, T_DATE]



❚ Write the SQL query giving the transaction id s that concern more than one item



❚ The use of aggregates: count, sum, average, min, max ❚ The possibility of grouping tuples: SELECT attribute_list FROM list_of_relations WHERE condition GROUP BY attribute_list HAVI NG condition



customer[C_ID, C_NAME, C_ADDR, C_JOB] item[I_ID, I_NAME, I_CATEGORY] transaction[T_ID, C_ID, I_ID, T_DATE]



❚ Give the number of items in each transaction: SELECT T_ID, count(DISTINCT I_ID) FROM transaction GROUP BY T_ID



customer[C_ID, C_NAME, C_ADDR, C_JOB] item[I_ID, I_NAME, I_CATEGORY, I_PRICE] transaction[T_ID, C_ID, I_ID, T_DATE]



❚ Give the amounts of transactions issued by customers whose address is KL ❚ Give the amounts of transactions having more than 2 items issued by customers whose address is KL



❚ ❚ ❚ ❚



Proposed by Han in 1996 (KDD 96) But not a standard yet!!! SQL-like Allows for all five suitable features listed previously



❚ Specifies the part of the database (or data warehouse) to be used use database database_name in relevance to attribute_list from relation names w here condition group by attribute_list having condition



use database my_db in relevance to I_NAME, I_PRICE, C_INCOME, C_AGE from customer C, item I, transaction T where C.C_ID = T.C_ID and I.I_ID = T.I_ID and C_ADDR = KL



❚ Selects relevant data for studying associations between items frequently purchased by customers in KL



❚ The mine key-word allows to mine different kinds of knowledge ❙ ❙ ❙ ❙



mine comparison mine association mine classification ...



use database my_db use hierarchy my_age_hierarchy use hierarchy my_income_hierarchy mine association as KL_buying_habit matching P(X: C_ID, W), Q(X,Y) buys(X,Z) with support threshold = 0.2 with confidence threshold = 0.80 in relevance to I_ID, I_PRICE, C_INCOME, C_AGE from customer C, item I, transaction T where C.C_ID = T.C_ID and I.I_ID = T.I_ID and C_ADDR = KL



❚ Possible outputs: ❙ age(X, adult ), income(X, high ) [2.2%, 60%]



buys(X, VCR )



❙ job(X, student ), age(X, young ) [0.4%, 70%]



buys(X, PC )



❚ Such a language should be the basis for ❙ designing efficient easy to use Graphical User Interface ❙ study the expression power of DM languages ❙ implement possible optimization techniques



❚ Data mining tasks are indentified by: ❙ ❙ ❙ ❙ ❙



the data to be mined the kind of knowledge is to be mined the background knowledge needed the measurements w.r.t. which we mine the way the outcome is to be displayed



❚ Any DM query language must allow an easy specification of all these points
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